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The only thing that bowhunters
like just about as much as
shooting at something is buy-

ing equipment that they can use to
shoot at something. To say that
archery and bowhunting is a gadget
driven sport would be like saying that
Michael Jordan was a pretty good bas-
ketball player. Bowhunters love to find
new ways to expand their passion and
are more than willing to back that up
with their wallet. Expanded seasons
and additional hunting opportunities
across the country have led to
increased sales for dealers, archery
manufacturers as well as the manu-
facturers of associated hunting prod-

ucts. However a rapidly growing seg-
ment of the industry that not all deal-
ers have recognized or taken advan-
tage of yet is bowfishing.

Bowfishing exists in every state in
the nation and the more available the
water and the warmer the weather the
greater the possibilities. Streams,
rivers, lakes and even farm ponds all
offer some type of bowfishing oppor-
tunities. The warmer the climate the
longer the bowfishing season but the
beauty is that bowfishing is often best
in the warm spring and summer
months when hunting opportunities
are normally fewest and business the
slowest. Bowfishing is not only the

perfect slow time “picker-upper” for
archery retailers but it can be a major
profit generator if promoted properly. 

THE DEALERS VIEW
Full Draw Archery, located in

Omaha, Nebraska and owned by Kent
and Deb Colgrove is the perfect exam-
ple of a shop that takes full advantage
of bowfishing sales. “Every shop sees a
business slow down in spring and
summer,” said Deb Colgrove. “We
have found that bowfishing is filling in
this gap nicely. Although we have a
large turkey population in our area
with multiple tags available we have
discovered that as soon as bowfishing
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action picks up many hunters spend
more time on the water than in the
woods. Turkey hunting like deer hunt-
ing is normally a solitary sport requir-
ing the hunter to be quiet and con-
stantly on the alert. You can spend all
season trying to get a shot and a miss
can be very discouraging. Turkey
hunting can be very challenging and it
can also be quite frustrating.
Bowfishing is exactly the opposite. It is
action-packed with lots of shooting
and camaraderie.”

“This is our 13th year in the
archery business and the bowfishing
segment of our business has grown
every year,” Deb continued. “Our area

offers a vast
system of
w a t e r w a y s
containing a
large variety
of fish such as
Silver Carp,
Asian Carp,
Grass Carp
and Yellow
Carp, plus Gar
and Drum. In
our shop we
stock a com-

plete line of bowfishing gear including
bows, reels and all the possible acces-
sories. Our customers cover the com-
plete spectrum of bowfishing from
those with all the latest gear including
a boat specifically outfitted for bow-
fishing to the guy with a recurve and
taped-on reel that simply wades the
river bank looking for a shot. We pro-
mote bowfishing heavily in our shop
and also sponsor the Carp-O-Rama,
(www.carp-o-rama.com), the premier
bowfishing tournament in Iowa and
Nebraska.” 

Deb Colgrove’s comments con-
cerning the stress free atmosphere of
bowfishing were echoed by several
other people ArrowTrade talked to
concerning the sport such as Kevin
Sullivan, Vice President of Sullivan
Industries. That firm is the manufac-
turer of Innerloc Broadheads and a
line of quality bowfishing equipment.
“To be successful when bowhunting
the bowhunter must constantly pay
attention to detail and be on alert,”
Sullivan explained. “We need to con-
trol our scent, watch the wind, be
properly hidden and wait, wait, wait.
When the opportunity for a shot pre-
sents itself the pressure really builds
as none of us
likes to devote
so much effort
and then miss
but we do all
miss. In many
ways bowfish-
ing allows the
hunter to
enjoy the
sport while
seeking his
own level of
involvement.

While some bowfishermen approach
the sport with as much dedication
and preparation as they would deer
hunting for the majority it is much
more laid back. While in many cases
bowhunting is a solitary sport bow-
fishing is best enjoyed in the company
of others making it a great family sport
because everyone is together and gets
to enjoy each moment, hit or miss.
Bowfishing also offers a lot more
action than any other type of hunting
and for all except the most dedicated
it is a zero pressure sport.”

Jamie DeWitt, Store Manager for
South’s Finest Taxidermy and Sporting
Goods of Florence, South Carolina
knows first hand the impact that bow-
fishing equipment can make on his
sales. “Bowfishing fills in my summer
sales and it has been growing each
year,” DeWitt said. “Bowfishing offers
high excitement and lots of shooting
opportunities. Just about everybody
who tries it is quickly hooked. Our
store holds a kick-off bowfishing tour-
nament each year and we give away a
lot of prizes both for the fish brought
in as well as door prizes and random
drawings. The object is to make sure
everyone has a good time. Bowfishing
is well suited for both men and
women and all ages. It is a great way to
get kids interested in shooting and
archery and we are seeing the results
in the growth of our customer base.”

“When it comes to rigs we see
everything,” DeWitt explained. “Some
of our customers have $30,000 and up
air boats rigged with high intensity
lights for bowfishing at night while
other customers are using a bow
picked up at a flea market and rigged
with a tape on bow reel and using a
canoe. In spite of the differences we

PHOTO ABOVE: This overview of
the bowfishermen waiting to
launch at a recent Muzzy Classic
bowfishing tournament clearly
shows the growing interest in bow-
fishing. This rising interest offers
the willing dealer an excellent
opportunity to generate addition-
al business during the slow spring
and summer months.

PHOTO LEFT: Cindy and Jeff
Braun, owners of AMS Bowfishing,
put their equipment to the test at
every opportunity. “Our aim at
AMS is to be the leader in high-
tech bowfishing equipment for the
most discriminating bowfisher-
men,” says Jeff Braun, Co-
President of AMS Bowfishing.
“Every state has bowfishing
opportunities and this in turn cre-
ates great opportunities for the
dealers to not only add to their
sales but to do so during what nor-
mally is a slow time of the year, the
spring and summer months.”

When Deb and Kent Colgrove, owners of Full Draw Archery, located in
Omaha, Nebraska, are not selling bowfishing gear they enjoy putting
it to good use. Here they enjoy some warm weather and excellent bow-
fishing action.
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see in equipment this one thing is
sure; everyone is having a great time.
Bowfishing is growing at such a steady
pace that a friend and I recently
founded the Palmetto Bowfishing
Association the sole purpose of which
is to organize tournaments and
expose more people to the fun of bow-
fishing. We hold a shoot per month
from February to September and all
monies collected are paid out to the
contestants in the form of cash or
prizes.”  (For more information on the
Palmetto Bowfishing Association call
(843) 629-0771 and ask for Jamie
DeWitt.)

While you might assume that
bowfishing is best suited to shops
located in the south such is not the
case. Judy Weaver who owns Weavers
Archery in Middleburg, Pennsylvania
is far from the sunny south but is find-
ing bowfishing a growing piece of her
business. Weavers Archery was estab-
lished in early 2008 and Judy
explained how she was approached
by a customer who thought holding a

bowfishing tournament might be a
good idea but he needed a shop to act
as sponsor. Weavers Archery agreed to
act as the official sponsor while the
customer did a lot of the leg work.
They shared the promotion through
posters and advertisements. When all
was said and done they signed up 26
people in teams of two and the two
day event was off and running. Prizes
were awarded for the biggest fish, the
most fish, the heaviest fish and the
smallest fish. Merchandise door
prizes were added to the return of 100
percent of the entry fee and everyone
walked away with something. 

“The event was such a great suc-
cess that we are planning to hold two
or three bowfishing tournaments in
2009,” Judy said excitedly. “Our shop is
located midway between the
Susquehanna and Juniata Rivers in
Central Pennsylvania which are both
home to large carp populations. We
have found that we have a solid cus-
tomer base of bowfishermen in the
area who are experienced and in
essence are telling us what they want
to see stocked. We are listening. Our
inventory of bowfishing gear and
associated accessories is growing as
are our sales. We are looking forward
to a fun filled and successful summer
for both our customers and ourselves
as we continue to promote bowfish-
ing in our area and in our shop.”

MANUFACTURERS
Without exception all of the man-

ufacturers ArrowTrade contacted in
conjunction with this feature agreed
that the bowfishing segment of its

businesses were growing and several
indicated that the past three years
have been exceptional. They also
agreed that the reasons behind this
surge seemed to be the relaxed atmos-
phere and plenty of action bowfishing
offers plus the added exposure of the
sport on outdoor channels. All of this
adds up to more opportunities for
dealers. Unlike the rest of the archery
industry bowfishing products are con-
centrated among a few manufactur-
ers. Let’s take a closer look at what
they offer. 

Muzzy
A well-known name as the pro-

ducer of quality broadheads Muzzy
also offers bowfishing accessories.
“The interest we have seen in bow-
fishing equipment has been growing
by leaps and bounds, a minimum of
15 to 20 percent per year,” said Chris
James, Sales Manager for Muzzy
Products.

Muzzy offers a complete line of
reels, various bowfishing points as
well as fiberglass and carbon bowfish-
ing arrows complete with points as
well as bare shafts. The fishing arrows
are available with conventional hook-
ups as well as the recommended AMS
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Muzzy offers a complete line of bowfish-
ing arrows including both solid fiberglass
and Carbon Mags as shown below left
which make the ultimate in a bowfishing
arrow. AMS Safety Slide Systems are avail-
able on many of Muzzy’s arrows. The AMS
Slide keeps the line in front of the bow
during the shot to
prevent arrow
snap-back.

The Pro Gator Getter Kit from Muzzy is all that is required to pursue the largest bow-
fishing quarry, except bow and boat. The kit comes complete with an AMS Pro Retriever
reel with 600 pound braided line, three Muzzy Gator Getter arrows with detachable
Gator heads, two big game floats and an extra spool of line. The kit is designed for the
taking of the larger species of bowfishing game including alligators.

Muzzy’s Stringray point (at right) fea-
tures a replaceable tip and extra wide bite
for superior holding on large strong fish
making it a great point for tournament
fishing. Muzzy offers a complete line of
bowfishing points suitable for a wide vari-
ety of game fish and fishing conditions.

The Carp target by Muzzy pictured below
is ideal for bowfishing practice. Simply run
a line through the tube at the base of the
target and anchor one end of the line in
deep water and the other end in shallow
water. Push the carp to the deep end and
let go. The carp slowly ascends along the
line offering realistic practice at a sub-
merged moving target.
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Safety Slide system which keeps the
line in front of the bow during the
shot, an all important safety feature. A
crossbow arrow is also available for
the increasing number of crossbow
shooters. Some of Muzzy’s fish points
feature its Carp Tip while others offer
a Trocar Tip for deep penetration
through the tough skin and bones of
larger fish, gar and gators.
Replacement tips are also available.
For ease of broken nock replacement,
which can easily result from a thrash-
ing fish, Muzzy offers Uni-Nock
Adapters. The Uni-Nock Adapters also
allow for the use of the popular light-
ed Easton Tracers or Lumenok’s by
Burt Coyote which are great for night-
time bowfishing. 

A Muzzy Extreme Pro Bowfishing
Kit is available for the customer just
getting started which contains all the
basic required equipment in one
complete package. For those bowfish-
ermen after really big game fish
Muzzy offers floats which attach to
the end of the line. These work well
when the tracking of a large fish or
gator is required. A novel offering
from Muzzy is its Carp Target. This
foam carp is a full two feet in length
with a special tube built into the base
that allows the shooter to practice on
a moving underwater target. Anchor
one end of the line in shallow water,
pass the line through the tube in the
target and tie the other end of the line
to a heavy weight in deeper water.
Push the carp to the deep end and it
will automatically swim, thanks to its
buyonacy, to the shallow end provid-
ing realistic practice.

Mark Land, Technical Support
Specialist and Pro Staff Coordinator
for Muzzy oversees the Muzzy Classic

bowfishing tournament which in its
tenth year has grown to be one of the
top three bowfishing tournaments in
the nation. The Classic is normally
held the last weekend in April each
year but for the latest details and
schedule contact Mark Land at (770)
387-9300. For complete information
on Muzzy’s line of bowfishing equip-
ment call (770) 387-9300 or go to
www.muzzy.com

Cajun Archery
“Bowfishing is the greatest grow-

ing segment of our business,” said
Dave White, President of Cajun
Archery. “Some dealers have caught
onto the bowfishing craze while oth-
ers have yet to recognize how impor-
tant it can be to their business. First of
all it happens in the spring and sum-
mer making it a great fill-in to an oth-
erwise slow time of the year. Second
and maybe even more important it
helps the dealer stay in contact with
their customers. It is another thing to
bring them into the shop and gives
them another reason to buy.”

“Bowfishing is not uniform
throughout the country,” White
explained. “Depending upon the area
and the fish being sought the cus-
tomers in each area have unique
needs or desires. We produce a large
variety of fish points so we can supply
the dealer with the items his cus-
tomers desire most. The success of
Cajun Archery was built on customer
service and on-time delivery. We
make every attempt to find out what

the customer wants and make sure we
supply a quality item at the best price
to satisfy that need.”

“For example rubber fletching
serves no real purpose on a fishing
arrow but when we removed it we
found that many first time fishermen
would not buy an arrow without
fletching,” White continued. “So we
still offer some shafts with fletching to
help the dealer overcome difficult
sales with people who think they need
fletching. However we state in our
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Muzzy’s Fish Hook is a rest  designed
specifically for the rigors of bowfishing. Its
unique design alleviates tuning problems
due to flex, torque and clearance. The Fish
Hook cradles the arrow to eliminate drop-
off and is adjustable for height and
degree of center shot.

Muzzy nock adaptors are available for
both the Uni-Nocks as well as the lighted
Lumenok’s. These nock adaptors allow for
the quick change of broken nocks and the
addition of lighted nocks when bowfish-
ing at night.

Circle 135 on Response Card
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instructions that the fletching can be
removed and we find that once a bow-
fisherman gains some experience
they understand and accept that. This
is a perfect example of how the dealer
can do his customers a great service
by becoming knowledgeable on bow-
fishing gear. There is some education
required to get the beginning bowfish-
erman to the next level and who bet-
ter to do that than the archery pro
shop. Just like the selling of conven-
tional bowhunting gear the dealer can
not only educate the customer but
generate more sales while doing it.”

Included in Cajun’s bowfishing
products is an impressive line of fish
points. They include basic models to
points designed for specific purposes.
The new Piranha is a great all-around
point which is machined from stain-
less steel. The Sting-A-Ree is an old
standby and the Sting-A-Ree
Tournament Series offers a replace-
able tip. The Whaler was specifically
designed to handle big fish with four
barbs that extend to 2.7 inches when
fully open. The Longhorn and
Warhead offer spiraled barbs to
increase arrow stability and the barbs
are flattened for increased holding
power as well. Cajun also offers fish-

ing points by broadhead-maker Steel
Force in both a carp model and a gator
model for the ultimate in fish points
for the biggest game.

Cajun’s Yellow Jacket Fishing
Shafts are 10 percent stronger than
conventional fiberglass shafts and are
65 percent stiffer, thanks to the in-laid
carbon strips. The increased stiffness
ensures increased performance and
better accuracy in all bows but they do
especially well in today’s heavier
weight, hard hitting bows.

Cajun’s Roller Arrow rest is popu-
lar among bowfisherman as well as its
Extreme Loop Rest. Bowfishing rests
unlike conventional arrow rests are
subjected to extreme misuse due to
bowfishing conditions and rests
designed specifically for bowfishing
better fit the bill.

Cajun offers numerous bowfish-
ing kits which contain various reels
plus arrows complete with points and
line. That makes it easy for the dealer
to outfit the beginner in various price
ranges. For complete information on
Cajun Archery’s bowfishing equip-
ment call (800) 551-3076 or visit the
web site at www.cajunarchery.com   

Brownell Archery
Brownell is the supplier of high

quality materials used for the making
of bowstrings, cables and loops within
the archery industry. Brownell also
offers bowfishing line in bulk spools
that are perfect for the refilling of bow-
fishing reels as the line becomes
frayed from use in often rough condi-
tions. In relationship to its high
strength Brownell’s line is thin in
diameter for both minimum drag and
increased performance. The line is
available as follows: 200 pound test,

(.032 inch diameter), in 100, 300 or
1100 foot spools; 400 pound test, (.056
inch diameter), in 100, 300 or 1100
foot spools and 600 pound test, (.068
inch diameter), in 1100 foot spools
only. For information on Brownell’s
bowfishing lines call (860) 873-8625 or
visit www.brownellco.com 

Grayling Outdoor Products
Grayling Outdoor Products, the

supplier of a variety of archery acces-
sories, offers a high quality entry level
bowfishing reel which provides fric-
tion-free feed. A line clip prevents line
spillage from the reel on down angle
shots and it has a jam nut for secure,
exact positioning of the reel. The reel
comes complete with 50 feet of 88
pound line and fits standard com-
pound bow stabilizer inserts. Call
(989) 348-2956 or visit the firm on the
internet at www.graylingoutdoor-
products.com 
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Cajun Archery’s Yellow Jacket Fiberglass
Shafts have five strands of carbon fiber
laid into solid fiberglass resulting in a
shaft that is stronger and stiffer than an
ordinary solid fiberglass shaft.

Cajun Archery’s Roller Rest is sturdy and
ideal for bowfishing. The Delrin roller is
mounted on a brass screw and is easy to
install and adjust. The rest is unaffected by
water and the roller action can increase
arrow speed up to 10 feet per second.

In addition to the AMS Retriever Reels
Cajun Archery also offers a variety of
drum reels in either tape-on or screw-in
models. These drum reels are available
either alone or as part of various prepack-
aged bowfishing kits in a wide range of
price points.

Brownell Archery, the supplier of high
quality materials used for the making of
bowstrings, cables and loops within the
archery industry also offers bowfishing
line in bulk spools. These bulk spools are
perfect for the quick refilling of bowfish-
ing reels resulting in excellent add-on
sales for the dealer
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Hoyt
Hoyt now

offers an exciting
way to bowhunt
the year around
with the all-new
Riptide, the first-
ever bowfishing
bow from Hoyt.
The Riptide is
designed for all
types of bowfish-
ing including
carp, gator and
gar. The Riptide
works equally
well for both fresh
and saltwater fish and is offered in
either Realtree APG HD or Riptide
Blue and comes standard with a cus-
tom AMS Bowfishing package, includ-
ing a spool, line, reel, rest, arrow and

h a rd - h i t t i n g

barbed point.
The Dorado and the Gamemaster

II are both recurve models from Hoyt
that serve double duty as great hunt-
ing bows and bowfishing rigs. Hoyt
has seen an increased interest in bow-
fishing and increased sales for the
Riptide as well as the Dorado and
Gamemaster II. For complete infor-
mation on Hoyt bows suitable for
bowfishing call (801) 363-2990 or
check out www.hoyt.com

Saunders Archery
Saunders Archery, a historical

name in the archery industry, offers a
basic line of bowfishing accessories
for the dealer. Saunders Zip Reel is 6-
1/2 inches in diameter and its open
design allows for fast water run-off
which helps keep the line dry for
more efficient shooting. The reels
shoot-thru feature lets the line feed
from the reel easily on the shot for
increased accuracy and penetration.

Saunders Deep-Six fishing arrow
comes complete with a barbed fish
point for secure holding of the fish
and features Saunders Kwik Nocks
which allow for the quick change of a
broken nock, which can be common
when bowfishing in waters with rock
bottoms. As most shooting when
bowfishing is done with fingers
Saunders soft molded waterproof
Finger Guard, which is slipped over
the bowstring, is perfect for quick
shots under less than ideal condi-
tions. Saunders also offers a water-
proof tab for the shooter that prefers
the conventional smooth feel of a tab.

The tab combines a slick release with
a tab surface that performs equally
well wet or dry.

Rita Rawhouser of Saunders
Archery marketing department said,
“While we have always done well with
our bowfishing line of products we are
definitely seeing an increase in bow-
fishing orders by our dealers.”  For
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• WEATHERLOCK STRING 
TREATMENT ALSO LUBRICATES 
STRING FIBERS BETTER THAN 
CONVENTIONAL STRING WAX

• NO SCENT
• NO MORE ACCURACY WORRIES 
DURING INCLEMENT WEATHER

• TRUSTED BY THE MOST 
AGGRESSIVE BOWHUNTERS ON 

EARTH
• NO LOSS OF PERFORMANCE
• KEEPS MOISTURE OUT AND 

ACCURACY IN!
(541) 575-0818

WINNERSCHOICESTRINGS.COM

“NOW WITH”

The Piranha from Cajun Archery
(at right)  has rapidly gained a
strong following among bowfisher-
men across the country. The
Piranha is made from 304 stainless
steel with extremely durable con-
struction. The replaceable tip
means a new sharp tip can be
installed in seconds .

Cajun Archery prides itself on
its large variety of fish points
allowing the dealer to select the
point assortment that is best
suited for his area and his cus-
tomer’s needs. Specially
designed points like the Whaler
shown at left  will hold the
largest fish or reptile.

Grayling Archery Products offers an
excellent entry level bowfishing reel that
mounts quickly into the bow’s stabilizer
insert. The reel has a clip to keep the line
in place prior to the shot and the reels fric-
tion free surface allows for minimum drag
on the shot.

Hoyt’s Dorado (left) is a recurve
that serves equally well hunting
deer or when bowfishing.

Because bowfishing shots often do not
allow the archer to come to full draw
many bowfishermen prefer using a
recurve. For that reason Hoyt’s
Gamemaster II (right) is a popular choice.

Circle 227 on Response Card
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more information on the bowfishing
products offered by Saunders Archery
call (800) 228-1408 or visit on the web
www.sausa.com

Innerloc (Sullivan Industries)
Well known for its high quality

broadheads and innovative technolo-
gy Innerloc has entered the world of
bowfishing in a big way. “We have
seen a definite growth in the bowfish-
ing market,” said Kevin Sullivan, Vice
President of Sullivan Industries, the
manufacturer of Innerloc products.
“Bowfishing is all about fun and
action. No worry about scent control
or remaining motionless for long peri-
ods of time. It is a great sport for fam-
ily and friends and the camaraderie is
second to none in the outdoor
sports.”    

“Innerloc’s H2O bowfishing prod-
ucts reflect the same forward thinking
and positive attitude of perfection
found in every Innerloc product we
produce,” Sullivan continued. “Our
products offer the bowfisherman
quality choices in arrows as well as
fishing points and our Hydro-Strike

bow was designed specifically
to keep pace with the quick
action bowfishing offers and
has all of the features needed
to keep the bowfisherman on
top of his game while being
easy and fun to use.” 

Innerloc’s Grapple Points
are designed with a sharp
angled tip to provide excep-
tional penetration yet cut a
small clean hole which is
intended to leave plenty of
firm flesh available for pulling
after the barbs open. For comparison
sake the Grapple when closed is
approximately the size of a penny yet
when the barbs open it expands to
over 2-3/4 inches of holding power.
The Grapples are available in both
two-barb and three-barb models. The
two-barbs are well suited for bowfish-
ing in waters with heavy grass while
the three-barbs provide additional
holding power for large fish. 

A Gator Grapple is designed
specifically for gators and very large
tough fish. The Gator Grapple is
designed to detach from the arrow
shaft after the impact, reducing shaft

damage during what is often a tough
and difficult fight. A sharpened bladed
bowfishing tip is also available that
screws to the tip of any Grapple Point
when additional bleed-out is desired
on larger fish. Innerloc’s Pro-Point
combines new improvements with a
vintage bowfishing point design. The
Pro-Point has a completely removable
tip for ease of replacement and
reversible barbs for easy removal. A
special friction pad that is mounted
internally in the point keeps the tip
tight under all conditions. A weighted
Grapple practice point is also avail-
able for those desiring to take a few
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Bowfishing is much better suited
to finger shooting than the use of a
release as the shooting is often
quick and instinctive. Waterproof
tabs and soft molded finger guards
that mount directly on the string
such as these from Saunders
Archery are good choices for the
best finger protection under bow-
fishing conditions.

Saunders Kwik Nocks allow for the quick change of broken
nocks that can be common when bowfishing in shallow
waters with rocky bottoms.

This Gar Target manufactured exclusively for Innerloc by Rinehart Targets offers the
bowfisherman an excellent opportunity for realistic practice. The target comes in kit
form with line and pulleys plus directions for use.

Innerloc supplies completed arrows with
mounted points, nock adaptors and AMS
Safety Slide Systems.

These nock adaptors (lower left) by
Innerloc allow for the use of the popular
red or green Lumenok on a fishing arrow.
This combination is ideally suited for
nighttime fishing and adds to the archers’

ability to track the
shot and the fish
beyond the boat
lights.

The Pro-Point by Innerloc combines some
up to date improvements with a vintage
bowfishing design. The head has a remov-
able tip and replaceable barb secured by a
vibration resistant internally padded tip.
The swept back barbs
insure better penetra-
tion and hold on the
fish yet pivot for quick
removal with only
1-1/2 turns of the tip.

Saunders Zip Reel
is 6-1/2 inches in
diameter and its
open design allows
for fast water run-
off which helps keep
the line dry for more
efficient shooting.
The reels shoot-thru
feature lets the line
feed from the reel
easily on the shot
for increased accu-
racy and penetra-
tion.
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practice shots on land or
in the water.

Innerloc offers an
assortment of bowfishing
arrows in fiberglass and a
Hybrid Max which is a
fiberglass core bonded to
an aluminum exterior. It
also offers a Glow Max
Shaft which as the name
indicates glows in the
dark, a great advantage

when bowfishing at night. Nock adap-
tors and Burt Coyote’s popular
Lumenok’s are also available from
Innerloc for nighttime bowfishing.
The illuminated nocks give a visual
indication of the hit and fish position
and add to the action and thrill of the
hunt as well. AMS Safety Slides are
available for all arrows. 

Innerloc’s Hydro-Strike bow is 100
percent bowfishing. It comes with
Rapid Fire Fish cams which can be set

to “zero” let-off for fast accurate
shooting at any draw length. The
cams can also be set at a 75 percent
let-off with an adjustable draw length
of 21 to 30 inches. The Hydro-Strike
comes in draw weights of 25 to 40
pounds, 40 to 55 and 55 to 70 pounds.
A dovetail on the front of the riser
accepts a single pin adjustable fiber
optic sight pin for those that like a
sighting reference. A Line Pull drum
can be mounted in the bow’s stabiliz-
er or other mounting inserts on the
bow. Wrapping the line around the
drum is a great aid in getting arrows
out of the bottom, logs or even when
fighting a big fish. 

Standard on the Hydro-Strike is
an integrally mounted pair of arrow
holders that act as a one arrow quiver
in which the fishing arrow can be
conveniently stored during trans-
portation. The bow features a
striking blue camo finish and
stainless steel hardware. All
adjustments on the Hydro-Strike
can be made without the use of a
bow press. For complete informa-
tion on Innerloc’s line of bowfish-
ing equipment call (706) 782-5863
or check out its web site at
www.innerloc.com 

Bohning
Rick Mowery, Marketing and

Advertising Director for Bohning, feels
the interest in bow-
fishing is growing.
“Bowfishing is an
action sport that can
be enjoyed by the
entire family.” Mowery
stressed. “You can get
into bowfishing for a
few dollars with sim-
ple gear or you can
outfit yourself with
top-of-the-line equip-
ment. But whichever
route you choose the
opportunity to have
lots of action and fun
remain the same.
Bowfishing is normally
best during good
weather when it’s
warm and you don’t
have to sit still for a
long period of time or

worry about your scent or being
quiet. Bowfishing opportunities can
be found in all areas of the country
and access to water is not the grow-
ing problem as is the access to hunt-
ing property. All of that adds up to a
great opportunity for dealers to
increase their sales by promoting
bowfishing.”

Bohning offers a basic entry level
bowfishing kit that consists of its
Lighting Reel, Solid fiberglass fishing
arrow with AMS Safety Slide, line and
River Fishing Point. Bohning’s
Lighting Reel is unique as it has a
built-in crank which makes winding
in the line quick and easy. For com-
plete information on Bohning’s
Bowfishing gear call (800) 253-0136
or visit www.bohning.com 

Oneida Eagle 
Oneida Eagle Bows feels the

bowfishing audience offers a large
enough presence that it has devel-
oped a specific bow for bowfishing.
Matt Pollington, Vice President of

Bohning offers an econom-
ical easy to sell entry level
bowfishing kit that consists
of a Lighting Reel, solid
fiberglass fishing arrow
with AMS Safety Slide, 50
feet of 80 pound test line
and a River Fishing Point.
These kits are great for
introducing someone to
bowfishing or for the cus-
tomer on a low budget.

Innerloc’s Hydro-Strike bow is
built specifically for bowfishing.
It comes with Rapid Fire Fish
cams which can be set to “zero”
let-off for fast accurate shoot-
ing at any draw length. A dove-
tail on the front of the riser
accepts a single pin adjustable
fiber optic sight pin for a quick
sighting reference. A Line Pull
drum can be mounted in the
bows stabilizer insert or other
mounting inserts on the bow.
Wrapping the line around the
drum is a great aid in getting
arrows out of the bottom, logs
or when fighting a big fish. An
integrally mounted arrow hold-
er act as a one arrow quiver in
which the fishing arrow can be
conveniently stored during
transportation. The Hydro-
Strikes comes in a striking blue
camo finish and features stain-
less steel hardware.

The Riptide is the
first-ever specifically
designed bowfishing
bow from Hoyt and it
is designed for all
types of bowfishing
including carp, gator
and gar. The Riptide
works equally well
for both fresh and
saltwater fish and is
offered in either
Realtree APG HD or
Riptide Blue, (shown
here). The Riptide
comes standard with
a custom AMS
Bowfishing package,
including a spool,
line, reel, rest, arrow
and hard-hitting
barbed point.
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Oneida, said, “The interest in bow-
fishing has really taken off. Our
Osprey model was design specifical-
ly for bowfishing and was based on
the input and specifications of a
number of highly respected profes-
sional bowfishermen. The riser is
designed to eliminate any possible
surface on which the line can snag
and it does not have to be drawn to
full draw to shoot. It is lightweight,
less than 4 pounds and the cam sys-
tem can be adjusted to 40, 50 or 60
percent let-off. Draw lengths are
available in short, (27-29 inches) and
medium, (29-31 inches). Draw
weights of 25 to 45 pounds and 35 to
55 pounds are offered. All adjust-
ments can be easily made without
the need for a bow press. Because of
Oneida Eagle’s unique design our
bows are more efficient than a con-
ventional compound and deliver
more force for an equal amount of
draw weight. Because of this feature
the draw weights of the Osprey pro-
vide comfortable shooting while still
delivering more than adequate
power for even the largest game
fish.”

The Osprey presently comes in a

Tie-Dye Aqua Blue finish and a new
color scheme will be added in 2009
that will be blue with water drops.
The new finish is unnamed at pre-
sent time. For complete information
on Oneida’s Eagle’s Osprey call (231)
743-2427 or visit its web site at
www.oneidaeaglebows.com. 

Browning Archery
Browning’s Barracuda bow is

designed specifically for bowfishing.
It features zero let-off Hypermax
Cams which provide a constant draw
length with no let-off. This feature is
well suited for bowfishing when
quick snap shots are often made
from everywhere except full draw.
The Barracuda features a cast riser
with integrated limb pockets and a
comfortable foam grip well suited
for wet bowfishing conditions. It
weighs in at 2.6 pounds and with a
32 inch axle to axle length offers
excellent maneuverability in crowd-
ed conditions. Although it doesn’t
make it shoot any better its
AquaCamo finish is an attractive
touch. The bow can be purchased
alone or in a combo package which
contains an AMS reel with line and
two fishing arrows complete with
points. For complete information
call (520) 838-2000 or check out the
web site at www.browning-
archery.com 

AMS Bowfishing
AMS Bowfishing, is dedicated

solely to the sport of bowfishing.
“Our aim at AMS is to be the leader
in high-tech bowfishing equipment
for the most discriminating bowfish-
ermen,” said Jeff Braun, Co-
President of AMS Bowfishing. “More
and more people are learning about
the sport of bowfishing and we are
seeing excellent growth especially in
the last several years. While it may
seem a logical assumption that all
bowfishermen come from the
bowhunters ranks we have found a
number of people who neither hunt
nor fish yet have become passionate
bowfishermen. However it is a natur-
al step for the bowhunter who
embraces it as just another way to
enjoy their sport. I think that is testi-
mony to the fact that people see

bowfishing as a truly fun sport that is
attractive to young, old, male and
female. It is truly a sport that can be
enjoyed by anyone and on any bud-
get.”

“Every state has bowfishing
opportunities,” Braun explained.
“This in turn creates a great oppor-
tunity for the dealers to not only add
to their sales but to do so during
what normally is a slow time of the
year, the spring and summer.
Bowfishing conditions
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Bohning’s Lighting Reel mounts easily to
the stabilizer insert on any bow and offers
a simple drum reel on which to store the
line. The Lighting Reel is unique in the fact
that it can be rotated to retrieve line after
the shot using the built-in crank

The Barracuda by
Browning is designed
specifically for bow-
fishing with zero let-
off Hypermax
Cams which pro-
vide a constant
draw length
with no let-off.
This feature is
well suited for
bowfishing when
quick snap shots
are often made
from less than full
draw. The
Barracuda comes
in AquaCamo and
features a com-
fortable foam
grip which is
great for the
wet bowfishing
conditions. The
bow is also available
in a combo package
which contains an AMS
reel with line and two fishing
arrows complete with points.

The Osprey by
Oneida Eagle is
one of several
bows on the mar-
ket designed
specifically for
bowfishing. The
Osprey is available
in draw weights of
either 25 to 45
pounds or 35 to 50
pounds and draw
lengths from 27 to
31 inches. The let-
off can be adjust-
ed to 40, 50 or 60
percent depending
upon the shooting
style of the shoot-
er. All adjustments
can be made with-
out a bow press
making it dealer
friendly. Its attrac-
tive Tie-Dyed Aqua
Blue finish sets the
bow off nicely and
is sure to catch the
eye of any bow-
fisherman.
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and prey vary greatly according to
the area of the country and the fish
being sought. That is the reason AMS
offers such a variety of fish points. It
allows us to supply the dealer not
only with the points that best suit the
conditions in their area but to also
meet the personal preferences of
their customers as well.”

AMS offers what seems like
every conceivable style of fish point
designed for maximum penetration
and holding power but still allow for
quick arrow removal after the fish is
landed. Some models feature
replaceable tips allowing the archer

to keep a sharp tip on his arrow
while shooting in what can be rocky
conditions where tips can be dam-
aged. Other models feature short
barbs for a quicker catch especially
important when hunting in deeper
water or using lower poundage
bows. Point weights also vary and
can be matched to shooting depths
encountered.

AMS offers both fiberglass and
carbon spined shafts for general use
as well as BreakAway shafts for large
fish and gators. The line on the
BreakAway arrow is tied directly to
the fish point and allows the arrow to
separate from the point after the
shot is made. Because the line is tied
directly to the point the point can
detach from the arrow under the
hide and rotate inside the fish result-
ing in increased holding power. This
separation also eliminates any lever-
age from the shaft that can work the
entry hole larger, which can occur
when fighting a large rolling fish or
gator.

One of the most important
advances in bowfishing safety devel-
oped by AMS was the AMS Safety
Slide System. The slide is installed
over the arrow shaft and the line is
tied to the slide. When the bow is
drawn the slide keeps the line posi-
tioned in front of the bow ensuring it
does not become entangled with the
bowstring which can cause deadly
arrow snapback. Upon the shot the
slide slides to the rear of the shaft
and against the slide stop allowing
the line to pull from the rear of the
arrow for maximum accuracy and
effeciency. 

AMS is also the originator of the
famous Retriever Reel. The reel has
no bail to release allowing for quick
trouble free shots with zero-line
drag. To retrieve the line after the
shot simply squeeze the convenient
trigger and crank the build-in han-
dle. It is that easy. The line is stored
inside a bottle mounted on the reel
rather than wound on a drum or
spool allowing the line to flow freely
with no drag resulting in arrows that
fly further and deeper. The reel
assembly is made from anodized
aluminum and plastic and uses
brass and stainless steel parts and

hardware ensuring long life in both
fresh and salt water. The reel is
designed to mount easily on the
sight mounting holes on the bow’s
riser. The Retriever is offered in three
models, the Original Retriever and
the Retriever Pro which is fully
adjustable and features a built in
arrow quiver for convenient arrow
storage. The Big Game Pro has all of
the features of the Retriever Pro but
it allows for the use of an Easy-Track
Float which is used for large game
and especially gators. On this last
model the line is not fixed to the bow
but can pull free to drag a float off
the deck and into the water.

Bowfishing arrow rests see extra
wear and tear due to not only the
rugged conditions under which they
are used but the heavy weight of the
fishing arrows. AMS’s Wave Rest pro-
vides stability for maximum arrow
control especially while swing shoot-

This cross bow mount by AMS Bowfishing
allows for the convenient mounting of
bowfishing gear to a crossbow using the
quiver mounting holes. The mount has a
built-in comfortable hand grip for added
stability.

One of the most important advances in
bowfishing safety developed by AMS was
the AMS Safety Slide System. The slide is
installed over the arrow shaft and the line
is tied to the slide. When the bow is drawn
the slide keeps the line positioned in front
of the bow ensuring it does not become
entangled with the bowstring which can
cause deadly arrow snapback. Upon the
shot the slide slides to the rear of the shaft
and against the slide stop allowing the
line to pull from the rear of the arrow for
maximum accuracy and efficiency.

The Wave Rest by AMS Bowfishing stabi-
lizes the arrow for a more accurate shot.
The built in roller reduces drag and
increases arrow speed while the high sides
help retain the arrow when the bow is
swung to the side when following a mov-
ing fish.

BURR & COMPANY

INSURANCEE   PROGRAMS
FORR   THEE   ARCHERYY   INDUSTRY

Property

General Liability/Product Liability

Range Liability

Life/Health

JEFFREY A. DEREGNAUCOURT, A.R.M.
1 800 878-2877

Circle 200 on Response Card
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ing. The spinning roller provides
additional arrow control during the
shot and reduces wear on the arrow
shaft as well as drag. The Wave Rest
also allows for easy center shot
adjustment.

The Fish Hawk bow offered by
AMS is designed to shoot like a tradi-
tional bow with the punch of a com-
pound. With a draw weight of 30 to
40 pounds and a draw length of 15 to
30 inches it suits a wide variety of
archers young and old. The Fish
Hawk’s Whiplash Cam design allows

for “snap-shoot-
ing” by enabling
maximum arrow
speed at a mini-
mum draw
length. The Fish
Hawk comes with
an attractive blue
Mothwing camo
riser and weighs
in at 3.4 pounds
making it less
fatiguing on those
all-day or all-
night bowfishing
trips.

Also available from AMS is a
crossbow mount. The mount allows
for the convenient mounting of an
AMS Retriever Pro Reel to any cross-
bow with quiver mounting holes on
the stock. The mount also includes a
stabilizer insert for the mounting of
a Big Game Float if desired. AMS
offers these and other bowfishing
products separately as well as in
convenient kit form for easy sales.
For complete information on all the
products offered by AMS Bowfishing
call (888) 541-7657 or visit the web
site at www.AMS Bowfishing.com 

PSE
New for 2009 PSE will be offering

the Hammerhead bow with an opti-
mized module for draw length
between 17 and 31 inches at 40
pounds draw weight. The easy draw-
ing single cam bow has an axle to
axle length of 34 inches for a reduced
string angle for finger shooters. Its
lightweight 3.7 pounds makes it
ideal for long hours spent bowfish-
ing. It features a split limb design
with multiple sight mounting holes
and stabilizer bushing for the
mounting of all common bowfishing
accessories. It accepts standard NI
modules and draw length stop for
those shooters desiring a fixed draw
length bow and can be adjusted for
either 65 or 80 percent let-off with no
bow press required. The
Hammerhead is available as bow
only or in a bowfishing package that
consists of an AMS Reel, line, fishing
arrow with point and an AMS Wave
rest.

PSE also offers the Kingfisher

bowfishing kit which is a recurve
bow complete with wrap-on reel and
fishing arrow or the Silverhawk, a
compound complete with AMS Reel
and fishing arrow with point. For
complete information on PSE’s bow-
fishing gear call (520) 884-9065 or
check out www.pse-archery.com 

Summary
The interest in bowfishing is def-

initely on the upswing everywhere

For 2009 PSE is
offering the
Hammerhead.
This is PSE’s bow-
fishing bow with
an optimized
module for draw
length between
17 and 31 inches
at 40 pounds
draw weight. It
features a split
limb design with
multiple sight
mounting holes 

and a stabilizer
bushing for the
mounting of all
common bow-
fishing acces-
sories. The
Hammerhead is
available as bow
only or in this
bowfishing pack-
age that consist
of an AMS Reel,
line, fishing
arrow with point
and an AMS
Wave rest.

AMS Bowfishing is the originator of the
Retriever Reel. The reel has no bail to
release allowing for quick trouble free
shots with zero-line drag. To retrieve the
line after the shot simply squeeze the con-
venient trigger and crank the build-in
handle. The line is stored inside a bottle
mounted on the reel allowing the line to
flow freely with no drag resulting in
arrows that fly further and deeper. The
reel assembly is made from anodized alu-
minum and plastic and uses brass and
stainless steel parts and hardware ensur-
ing long life in both fresh and salt water.
The reel mounts easily on the sight
mounting holes on the bow’s riser.

AMS Bowfishing offers a wide variety of fishing points to suit
every bowfishing application and every customer’s pocketbook.
Its heads are designed to withstand the rugged conditions
encountered in bowfishing as well as the various sizes and types
of fish being sought. All barbs offer maximum holding power yet
retract easily for quick removal.

AMS Bowfishing’s BreakAway arrow
shafts are designed for large fish and
gators. The line on the BreakAway arrow is
tied directly to the fish point and allows
the arrow to separate from the point after
the shot is made. This allows the point to
rotate inside the fish resulting in increased
holding power. It also eliminates any
leverage from the shaft that can work the
entry hole larger.
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and it offers a great selling opportu-
nity for the dealer. The fact that bow-
fishing sales peak during what nor-
mally is a slow time in the archery
business is a big plus. While bowfish-
ing equipment is not as complex or
as varied as conventional bowhunt-
ing gear it still offers the potential for
great add-on sales and customer
education. Anyone who enters the
field of bowfishing has to learn about
the sport and what works and what
doesn’t. That is the perfect opening
for the dealer that can talk about

what equipment works under what
conditions and the simple fact that
you need to aim lower the deeper the
fish is in the water. The archer who
starts out with a simple recurve and
tape-on reel may soon want to step
up to a better reel or higher quality
fishing points and eventually a bow
specifically designed for bowfishing. 

Bowfishing also opens up the
possibilities for the sale of those old
recurves or low end compounds that
may have been just taking up wall
space until now. Not many archers
taking up bowfishing want to use
their high end hunting bow and they
will be looking for something more
basic to get started. 

Waterproof tabs, special arrow
rests to hold the heavy bowfishing
arrows, replacement line, better reels
and the latest design in fishing
points will all keep those new and
seasoned bowfishermen coming
back to the shop to check on what is
new or to upgrade their present out-
fit. That means keeping customers
coming through the door, keeping
contact with old customers and
making new ones.

If bowfishing is active in your
area it makes sense to cash in on the
interest. If you are in an area where it
is possible but does not have a lot of
interest, try to promote it. Learn the
sport, introduce some friends and
then hold a bowfishing tournament
of your own. Make it fun with lots of
prizes and be sure to get some cover-
age from your local paper.
Remember you have to plow fields
today to harvest crops tomorrow.
Promoting bowfishing may just yield
more of a cash crop than you ever
imaged. 

Bowfishing can be as simple or as compli-
cated as desired. While bowfishing can be
done successfully with a stick bow, tape-on reel and a canoe the other extreme can be a
high performance rig with raised seats, a shooting platform and generator powered
high intensity lights for night bowfishing.

The Fish Hawk bow offered by
AMS Bowfishing shoots like a

traditional bow with the
punch of a compound.

With a draw weight of 30
to 40 pounds and a

draw length of 15 to
30 inches it suits a

wide variety of
archers young

and old. The
Fish Hawk’s

Whiplash
Cam design

allows for
“snap-
shooting”
by enabling
maximum
arrow
speed at a
minimum

draw
length. The

Fish Hawk
can be pur-

chased as a
bow only or in a

combo kit com-
plete with a

Retriever Reel and
Wave Rest installed.

Meet our 
Directors of 

Research and 
Development

Those 
who know 

bowfishing 
know Cajun!

1-800-551-3076
www.cajunarchery.com
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